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The atomic structures, electrical properties, and line energies for threading screw and threading edge
dislocations of wurtzite GaN are calculated within the local-density approximation. Both dislocations
are electrically inactive with a band gap free from deep levels. These results are understood to arise
from relaxed core structures which are similar to (1010) surfaces. [S0031-9007(97)04460-8]
PACS numbers: 61.72.Bb, 61.72.Lk

Device quality wurtzite-GaN (a) can be grown using
metalorganic chemical vapor phase deposition (MOCVD)
on (0001) sapphire substrates. The large lattice misfit
results in dislocation tangles near the interface but isolated threading dislocations, parallel to c, with densities
,109 cm22 and Burgers vectors c, a, and c 1 a persist beyond ,0.5 mm above the interface [1–3] and thus
cross the active region of the devices. An unexpected
finding [4,5] is that these dislocations do not lead to a
pronounced reduction in the device lifetime of the lightemitting diodes [6] or blue lasers [7]. Recent cathodoluminescence (CL) studies of the yellow luminescence
(YL) centered at ,2.2 eV have shown that the YL is
spatially nonuniform and can be correlated with extended
defects and especially low angle grain boundaries which
contain dislocations [8]. On the other hand, atomic force
microscopy in combination with CL has led to the conclusion that threading dislocations act as nonradiative recombination centers and degrade the luminescence efficiency
in the blue light spectrum of the epilayers [9].
Screw dislocations in a-GaN have elementary Burgers
vector 6c and are unusual in often being associated
with nanopipes with diameters 50–250 Å [10]. Pure
edge dislocations lying on h1010j planes are a dominant
species of dislocation in a-GaN grown by MOCVD on
(0001) sapphire, occurring at extremely high densities of
,108 1011 cm22 .
Here we explore the structure and electronic properties
of threading screw and edge dislocations in GaN using an
ab initio local-density functional (LDF) cluster method,
AIMPRO, and a density functional based tight binding
method DF-TB which can be used for both clusters

and supercells. The AIMPRO method [11,12] uses normconserving pseudopotentials [13] and a basis of s- and
p-Gaussian orbitals for the pseudowave functions together with an ancillary basis to fit the charge density. In
the current application we use a large real-space basis set
of 20 (16) Gaussian orbitals on every Ga (N) atom. Applied to a 72 atom H-terminated stoichiometric cluster arranged as in wurtzite, it gave GaN bond lengths within 4%
of experiment and a maximum vibrational frequency of
729 cm21 compared with 741 cm21 experimentally found
for the E1 sLOd mode [14].
The DF-TB method uses a basis of numerically derived
s, p, and d confined atomic orbitals and all two-center
integrals of the LDF Hamiltonian and overlap matrix are
evaluated. Charge transfer is taken into account through
the incorporation of a self-consistency (SC) scheme for
the Mulliken charges based on a second order expansion
of the Kohn-Sham ground state energy in terms of charge
density fluctuations at a given proper input density. In
this formalism the Mulliken charges for each atom are
evaluated after each step of the SC cycle. The diagonal elements of the Hamilton matrix employed at the next
iteration are then modified by charge dependent contributions in order to describe the change in the atomic potentials due to the charge transfer for that iteration. The
off-diagonal entries have additional charge dependent
terms coming from the Coulomb potential of the ions.
They decay with 1yr and thus account for the Madelung
energy of the system. For further details of the DF-TB
method see Refs. [15,16]. As an illustrative benchmark
of the DF-TB method, we choose quantitative calculations
for the nonpolar GaN (1010) surface, since very similar
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TABLE II. Bond lengths, min-max (average), in Å and bond
angles (min-max) in degrees for the most distorted atoms at the
core center of the full-core screw dislocation (b  f0001g).

FIG. 1. Schematic top view of the (1010) surface of wurtzite
GaN. Atoms 1 and 2 form a dimer in the surface layer.
Atoms 3 and 4 form the second layer.

configurations occur in the dislocation cores. Figure 1
and Table I give details of the calculated geometrical
structure of the nonpolar GaN s1010d surface along with
the results of first-principles calculations by Northrup
and Neugebauer [17]. The structures are very similar. Moreover, the calculated absolute surface energy of
121 meVyÅ2 agrees very well with the 118 meVyÅ2
given in [17].
We now apply these methods to dislocations in GaN.
Isotropic elasticity theory was used to generate the initial positions of the atoms. Relaxations were then carried
out using the conjugate gradient algorithm. In the AIMPRO case dislocations were modeled in 392 atom stoichiometric clusters. In the DF-TB case the dislocations are
modeled in large clusters and in 576 atom (12 3 12 3 1)
supercells containing a dislocation dipole in each cell in
order to calculate the local line energy of the dislocations.
In analogy to the formation energy for planar defects [18],
we define the local line energy of extended defects as
1
Eline  2L sE 2 Ebulk d, where E is the total energy of
a supercell containing two line defects, Ebulk is the total
energy of a bulk system with the same number of atoms,
and L  5.19 Å is the length of the supercell of the line
defect in the (0001) direction.
We consider first the screw dislocation (b  6f000cg)
with a full core. Both methods found heavily distorted
bond lengths (see Table II) yielding deep gap states ranging from 0.9–1.6 eV above the valence band maximum,
VBM, and shallow gap states at ,0.2 eV below the conduction band minimum, CBM. An analysis of these gap
states revealed that the states above the VBM are localized on N core atoms, whereas the states below CBM
are localized on core atoms but have mixed Ga and N

Atom

Bond lengths

Bond angles

1 sGa43coord. d
2 sN43coord. d

1.85 –2.28 (2.14)
1.89 –2.28 (2.13)

68–137
71–136

character. A calculation in a supercell containing a screw
dipole consisting of two dislocations with b  f000cg and
2f000cg, which are symmetrically equivalent, confirmed
these results and gave a high line energy of 4.88 eVyÅ.
This is mainly the core energy of each screw dislocation
along with the elastic energy stored in a cylinder of diameter roughly equal to the distance between the cores,
19.1 Å.
We now inquire whether this energy is reduced if material is removed from the core. Accordingly, a similar
calculation was carried out using the same supercell, but
with the hexagonal core of each screw removed leading to a pair of open-core dislocations with diameters
d ø 7.2 Å. The relaxed structure (Fig. 2) preserved the
hexagonal core character, demonstrating that the internal
surfaces of the dislocation cores shown in (Fig. 3) are
similar to (1010) facets except for the topological singularity required by a Burgers circuit. Comparing the distortions of the atoms situated at the wall of the open-core
(Table III) with the corresponding atoms at the (1010)
surface (Table IV), we see that in both cases the threefold
coordinated Ga (N) atoms adopt sp 2 (p 3 ) like hybridizations which lower the surface energy and clean the gap
[17]. However, in contrast to the (1010) surface, shallow
gap states remain. Calculations were carried out for a
distorted (1010) surface, i.e., a (1010) surface in a unit
cell where the unit cell vectors were modified to give
a distorted surface corresponding to that of the wall of

TABLE I. Atomic displacements in Å for the top two layers
of atoms at the GaNs1010d surface. Atom numbers refer to
Fig. 1. Values in brackets are results of Ref. [17].
Atom
1
2
3
4

sGa33coord. d
sN33coord. d
sGa43coord. d
sN43coord. d

Dx
20.10
0.03
0.01
0.04

s20.11d
(0.01)
(0.05)
(0.05)

Dy
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Dz
20.23
20.01
0.08
0.07

s20.20d
s0.02d
(0.05)
(0.05)

FIG. 2. Top view (in [0001]) of the relaxed core of the opencore screw dislocation (b  f0001g). The threefold coordinated
atoms 1 (Ga) and 2 (N) adopt a hybridization similar to the
(1010) surface atoms.
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TABLE IV. Bond lengths, min-max (average) in Å and bond
angles, min-max (average) in degrees for the top two layers of
atoms at the GaNs1010d surface. Atom numbers refer to Fig. 1.
Atom

FIG. 3. Projection of the wall of the open-core (d  7.2 Å)
screw dislocation (b  f0001g). The threefold coordinated
atoms 1 (Ga) and 2 (N) adopt a hybridization similar to the
(1010) surface atoms.

the open-core screw dislocation with diameter d  7.2 Å.
We find that the distorted (1010) surface has a spectrum
with shallow states very similar to those of the open-core
screw dislocation with d  7.2 Å. We also calculated
the spectrum for a nanopipe with d  7.2 Å but without a dislocation core. This, like the undistorted (1010)
surface, possesses no gap states at all. These results indicate that the shallow states in the open-core screw dislocation with diameter d  7.2 Å can be attributed to
the distortion arising from the dislocation Burgers vector. Calculations for a series of different distortions of the
(1010) surface also suggest that open-core screw dislocations with a diameter d * 20 Å should have no gap
states at all. As can be seen in Table III the distortion in
the open-core screw dislocation is significantly less than
that in the full-core screw dislocation (see Table II). It is
therefore not surprising that the calculated line energy of
4.55 eVyÅ is lower than the line energy of the full-core
screw dislocation. The energy required to form the surface at the wall is more than compensated by the energy
gained by reducing the strain. However, a further opening gave a higher line energy, and we conclude that the
equilibrium diameter is 7.2 Å. It is unlikely that isotropic
elasticity theory can describe the severely distorted fullcore dislocation which limits the usefulness of Frank’s
expression relating to the diameter of an open-core dislocation [19]. Dislocations with large open diameters that
are observed might arise from kinetic factors relating to
the coalescence of misaligned interfacial growth islands
[2,20] leading to pinholes which do not grow out [21].
In the same way threading edge dislocations were modeled by relaxation of a cluster containing one dislocation
with Burgers vector af1120gy3 and a supercell with a dis-

1
2
3
4

sGa33coord. d
sN33coord. d
sGa43coord. d
sN43coord. d

Bond lengths
1.83 –1.88
1.83 –1.92
1.91 –2.02
1.88 –2.03

(1.86)
(1.89)
(1.94)
(1.93)

Bond angles
116 – 117 (117)
107 – 111 (108)
107–112
99 –115

location dipole. The relaxed core is shown in Fig. 4. The
corresponding bond lengths and bond angles of the most
distorted atoms are given in Table V. Again the threefold
coordinated Ga (N) atoms (Nos. 1 and 2 in Fig. 4) relax towards sp 2 (p 3 ) leading to empty Ga lone pairs pushed towards the CBM, and filled lone pairs on N atoms lying near
the VBM, in a manner identical to the (1010) surface. Thus
threading edge dislocations are also electrically inactive.
From a supercell calculation, we obtain a line energy
of 2.19 eVyÅ for the threading edge dislocation which
is considerably lower than that found for the empty
screw dislocation. This can be interpreted by noting that
the edge dislocation has a smaller number of threefold
coordinated atoms than the open-core screw dislocation
as well as a smaller elastic strain energy arising from the
smaller Burgers vector. This last energy is proportional
to kb 2 . Here, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector,
and the constant k is equal to 1 for the screw dislocation
1
and 12n for the edge dislocations, where n is Poisson’s
ratio (0.37 for GaN [22]). Thus the ratio of the elastic
energies is Escrew yEedge which is approximately 1.66.
Our calculation gives the ratio of the line energies, which
includes the core energies, to be 2.08.
In analogy to the open-core screw dislocations we have
investigated whether the energy of the threading edge dislocation could be lowered by removing the most distorted
core atoms (see Fig. 4). However, removal of either the
lines of atoms 9 and 10 or the atoms 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, and their equivalents on the right leads to higher
line energies. This implies that, in contrast with screw

TABLE III. Bond lengths, min-max (average) in Å and bond
angles, min-max (average) in degrees for the most distorted
atoms at the wall of the open-core screw dislocation (b 
f0001g). Atom numbers refer to Figs. 2 and 3.
Atom
1
2
3
4

sGa33coord. d
sN33coord. d
sGa43coord. d
sN43coord. d
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Bond lengths
1.86 – 1.89
1.88 – 2.05
1.89 – 2.07
1.93 – 2.03

(1.88)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.97)

Bond angles
107– 123 (117)
102– 111 (108)
100 –122
98 – 120

FIG. 4. Top view (in [0001]) of the relaxed core of the threading edge dislocation (b  f1120g). The threefold coordinated
atoms 1 (Ga) and 2 (N) adopt a hybridization similar to the
(1010) surface atoms.
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TABLE V. Bond lengths, min-max (average) in Å and bond
angles, min-max (average) in degrees for the most distorted
atoms at the core of the threading edge dislocation (b 
1
3 f1120g). Atom numbers refer to Fig. 4.
Atom
1
2
3
4
5
6

sGa33coord. d
sN33coord. d
sGayN43coord. d
sGayN43coord. d
sGayN43coord. d
sGayN43coord. d

Bond lengths
1.85 – 1.86
1.88 – 1.89
1.86 – 1.95
1.92 – 2.04
2.01 – 2.21
2.00 – 2.21

(1.85)
(1.86)
(1.91)
(1.97)
(2.06)
(2.11)

Bond angles
112– 118 (116)
106– 107 (106)
97 – 119
100 –129
94 – 125
100 –122

dislocations, the threading edge dislocations should exist
with a full core. It is worth noting, however, that the
core atoms 9 and 10 have very stretched bonds with bond
lengths ranging from 2.0 to 2.2 Å and thus give rise to a
stress field which could act as a trap for intrinsic defects
and impurities, e.g., the Ga vacancy O complex which
could be responsible for the YL in n-type GaN [23]. Results on defect complexes in the stress field of dislocations
is under current investigation and will be published in a
forthcoming paper.
In conclusion, the density functional calculations reveal
that the common threading screw and threading edge
dislocations in wurtzite GaN are electrically inactive. A
comparison of the calculated line energies explains why
the screw dislocations exist as open-core dislocations,
whereas the threading edge dislocations have filled cores.
It seems that the stress fields are sufficiently large that
impurities might well be trapped.
We gratefully acknowledge Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, NFR, TFR, and PDC at KTH in Sweden for
financial support and computer time on the SP2. We
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